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Brexit’s impact on Asset Finance

W

e asked Tarun Mistry, Partner
and Head of Financial Services
Corporate Finance at Grant
Thornton, and long time participant in the
asset finance industry, for his comments on
the potential impact of Brexit on the motor
and asset finance market now that some
of the dust has settled. Tarun’s initial reply
was “Well, how long have you got?” but
we have managed to distil his words into
just a thousand words for our lead article
this month!
The events of Friday 24 June. and their
immediate impact on the UK political
scene came as a shock to many industry
commentators. The impact on markets
had been widely predicted as we entered
a period of volatility and instability. What
happens next, and the implications for
businesses in the UK is unclear, and so we
continue to engage with our clients stressing

the importance of staying calm, reviewing
contingency plans and assessing the possible
implications for your business and the risks
and opportunities this creates.
In terms of impact on the motor and
equipment finance sector we see a number
of key considerations:
Basics: The basics are different from the
financial crisis of 2008. It is important to
understand that, although we have seen a
significant run on bank share prices, the
fundamentals are very different to the preLehman Brothers days. Banks are now more
robustly stress-tested for capital adequacy and
should hopefully be strong enough to absorb
this type of shock. However, it will impact on
their ability to raise funding in the short term
and could lead to a more conservative view
on credit and pricing risk. The UK economy
is likewise in a more robust shape.
Volume: New business finance volumes
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are highly likely to fall. By how much
will depend on customer confidence that
the economy will look to grow in the
short/medium term. In 2008/9 we saw
the deferral of capex for a number of
years and if the government, supported
by the Bank of England, does not look
to quickly build confidence (various
actions have already been taken) we
could easily see a decline in capex both
from corporates and individuals. Leasing
volumes have already shown some signs
of a slowdown especially in construction
and agriculture, and Brexit and the
uncertainties itunleashes, could easily
lead to further contraction. UK business
has however only recently gained the
confidence to start investing after years
of underinvestment, and business should
continue to do so. Shorter term flexible
leasing and rental could be impacted
by reductions in demand. However,
some parts of this sector have developed
products and increased penetration into
their customer fleet base and therefore
become a more critical part of their
customers’ transport needs.
Transaction pricing: For the last couple
of years we have seen a downward
pressure on rates and a race to the bottom

often with poorer credits. We suspect that
this trend will start to reverse as funders
are possibly faced with higher funding
costs. This will be positive for the market
as long as some of the major players,
who are already at the cheapest end of
the spectrum, don’t hold to their current
pricing strategy.
Challenger banks and Private Equity:
Some challengers or niche banks have
significant exposures in the property
market with asset finance almost as
a “side line”. These banks saw the
most significant of share falls post the
referendum. Generally, these banks are
well capitalised and therefore should be
able to absorb any additional capital
requirements associated with this part of
their asset base. The need to diversify
their lending activities should continue
to drive strategic growth in other
lending activities.
It will be interesting to follow the
PRA’s decision on the various banking
licence applications in process,
especially where the business plan is for
a relatively small lending activity and
focused lending products.
It is likely that the Private Equity market
will pause to re-consider investment
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plans, however, they may also see the
recent turbulence as an opportunity to
secure attractively priced investment
opportunities, leveraging their capital base
to acquire attractive platforms.
M&A activities: Common sense would
dictate that there will be a slowdown or
if not a slowdown that pricing multiples
could calm down. In 2008 we saw a
significant reduction in activities but
the fundamentals this time around are
not the same and certainly the appetite
for lending platforms and associated
routes to market remain high. The
demand appears to be currently driven
by a need to diversify lending activities,
especially in asset backed funding. We
are probably likely to see some slowdown in activity over the summer period
whilst clarity on the UK political front is
achieved followed by a return in activity
in Q4 2016 and Q1 2017.
Captive finance companies: These
companies could face substantial issues
especially if they provide pan European
finance with issues ranging from indirect
tax, tariffs, residual values to free
movement of labour. The nature of
the final deal between the Britain and
the EU will be key in determining the

extent of these matters.
Credit risk: We expect to see a knee-jerk
reaction on credit risk. This is common
with major changes in market conditions
and a tightening of credit criteria until the
period of uncertainty is clearer. Once the
direction of exit is clearer, credit policies
will gradually become looser but if we
look at the credit conditions in 2007/8 we
still haven’t got back to these heady days.
Residual values: Reductions in the
price of the pound will have a significant
impact on sterling commodity prices for
raw materials. If manufacturers need to
hold prices to remain competitive this will
possibly reduce their ability to support
residual values. If prices rise to reflect the
increased price of raw materials residual
values could remain fairly constant. In
2008 we saw a blood bath in car residual
values as customers returned vehicles or
looked to renew on reduced rates but this
strong fall was corrected quite quickly by
the market. As a result of a weakening
of the pound we believe that new car
subsidies from manufacturers will be
restricted leading to an increase in new car
prices which in turn will hold used vehicle
prices up. Clearly this is dependent upon
the overall level of demand and therefore

the state of the overall economy.
Direct and indirect tax: The
Chancellor has announced plans to
reduce UK corporation tax rates to the
lowest levels across developed western
countries in an attempt to retain the
attractiveness of the UK market for
investment. How he attempts to fill this
gap in the Treasury’s funds is unsure,
however, other tax rate rises and further
public spending cuts are likely.
With so much of the motor finance
market predicated on consumer
confidence, softening of demand in the
short term is to be expected and it is
vital that we see clarity at the earliest
opportunity around the shape of the
government and our future relationship
with the EU.
Needless to say, so much of European
OEMs’ increased investment in the UK
motor market has been due to the stability
of the regulatory environment and the
robustness of our financial systems which
we have worked hard to rebuild following
the global financial crisis. It will be some
time before we realise the full impact of
that dislocation. BW
www.grantthornton.co.uk/brexit
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UTB’s good news on rates
United Trust Bank (“UTB”) has joined
the Bank of England’s Funding for
Lending Scheme (‘FLS”). This has
enabled UTB to review the pricing for its
Asset Finance offering to provide a very
competitive pricing and commission
structure via its broker partners. Rates
from as low as 4.99pc on advances of
£35,000 and over are available (subject
to UTB’s lending criteria).
The Bank of England and HM
Treasury launched the FLS in July 2012
and it is designed to incentivise banks
and building societies to boost their
lending to the UK real economy with a
focus on providing SMEs with funds
for growth.
Martin Nixon, Head of Asset Finance
at United Trust Bank, said, “We know
from the findings of our recent broker
survey, that pricing is still one of the
most important issues brokers face in
the asset finance market today.
“With the number of funders
now dealing directly with customers
continuing to grow and margins
being tightly squeezed, brokers are
experiencing more competition than
ever in certain sectors.
“Joining the Bank of England’s
Funding for Lending Scheme means
we are able to offer our brokers some
very competitive rates to assist SME’s
in raising funding for their business
growth plans.
In spite of the Brexit decision, it’s
very much business as usual according
to UTB. Following a record breaking
first quarter, business levels continue to
grow and are significantly higher than
they were this time last year. Gaining the
benefits of the FLS to help more SMEs
and encourage brokers and businesses to
take advantage of its new prices is what
UTB is keen to do.
On the subject of Brexit, Harley
Kagan, Managing Director of United
Trust Bank, has stated:
“After the uncertainty which preceded
the referendum, it would seem that more
lies ahead. Having closely monitored
the immediate fall-out from the decision
to leave the EU, we are confident that
United Trust Bank is very well prepared
for the future.
“UTB is a well-established bank with
strong, stable and reliable funding. We
also only transact in sterling which means
that we remain largely immune to direct
fluctuations in the currency markets.

In short, we are in very good shape to
continue providing the excellent, reliable
service brokers and their customers have
come to expect from us.
“Over the coming months the
implications of the decision to leave
the EU will become clearer and there
may be some contraction of lending in
some quarters. At United Trust Bank
we remain very positive about the
outlook for our industry. We will strive
to deliver the plans we put in place at
the start of the year and will continue
to support businesses and individuals
with their funding needs. We stood by
our customers and increased our lending
throughout the credit crunch. It’s our
intention to do so again throughout
the Brexit.”

Brokers rocked by
Shawbrook impairment
Shawbrook Group plc (“Shawbrook”
or “the Group”), the specialist lending
and savings bank, has announced in
a Trading Update ahead of its Interim
Results for the six months to 30 June
2016, that as a result of irregularities
in one office in the Asset Finance part
of its Business Finance division, the
Group expects to book an additional
impairment charge of c.£9 million
in Q2 2016 on impacted facilities of
£14.7 million. Shawbrook says the
irregularities, which have now been
rectified, were the result of a number of
loans being underwritten in the Asset
Finance business that did not meet the
business’s strict lending criteria.
Since the date of the announcement at
the end of June, Googling it shows that
there has been no press speculation or
further references to the matter, which
is in direct contrast to the “feet on the
ground” asset finance intermediary
community, who have been chattering
about little else. Although it is not our
remit to print speculative opinion, we
can report that some brokers fear that
other banks will be persuaded by events
to review their own internal systems and
controls as a result, which could cause a
temporary hiccup in the flow of funding
to brokers. Asset finance is generally
a well-developed financial product
with solid asset ownership for security,
but there have always been ways and
means for this to be undermined, and
asset finance brokers do not want the
reputation of the business sullied in
any way.

Shawbrook’s control breach was
identified by the Group’s upgraded risk
management systems and controls,
which were implemented following
significant investment through 2015
and H1 2016. After a thorough
investigation, the Company is confident
that the upgraded risk management
systems and controls would prevent
the recurrence of such irregularities in
the future.
Steve Pateman, CEO, stated, “While
this is extremely disappointing, the
irregularities were identified by the
upgraded risk management systems and
controls we implemented earlier this year.
They have been investigated thoroughly
and appropriate action has been taken.
“Since the year end we have
simplified our business model into
three divisions with clear management
lines, implemented an upgraded risk
management framework and are
confident that our disciplined
approach to risk is fully embedded
across the business.
“Whilst the additional impairment
charge arising from these irregularities
will impact pre-tax profit for the year,
performance is otherwise in line with
our expectations. Our specialist and
diversified market positioning provides
a significant advantage as the Group
continues to grow strongly and deliver
superior returns through a strong Balance
Sheet, a stable funding platform and a
clearly articulated strategy.”
In an unrelated announcement
it confirmed it has accepted the
resignation of Tom Wood, who had
made an important contribution helping
successfully guide the Company through
its IPO and first year as a quoted
company. He will leave the Company on
30th June and a search for his successor
will now begin. Dylan Minto, who
is currently Director of Strategy, will
become interim CFO.
Shawbrook will announce its results
for six months to 30th June 2016 on
27th July 2016.

New Shawbrook Tech
finance head
Kevin Flowerday has taken the position
of Head of Technology Finance at
Shawbrook Bank. Kevin was previously
with United Trust Bank, and has
worked in the past at Syscap, ECS,
and GLS Educational Supplies (ex GLS
Fairway/Dudley).

Supporting growth with block discounting
Asset Advantage is a specialist lender to both established and start-up SMEs. They offer lease, hire purchase and loan
agreements, ranging from £10,000-£500,000. But in order to maintain their service, block discounting plays a major role
in ensuring funding is available to pass onto their customers.

Leveraging lending capabilities with
Aldermore
Aldermore have a strong relationship with Asset Advantage.
We are now their largest block discounter, providing them
with a £15m cashflow matching funding product. This not only
mirrors the funding they provide to SMEs, but also drives
growth in their business.
Hywel Prewett, Business Development Manager, Aldermore
Asset Finance comments, “Asset Advantage has been a key
partner of Aldermore’s for a number of years. We leverage
their expertise via block discounting to extend our reach to
SMEs. We very much share their drive and commitment to this
market and value all the support they provide us with.”

A flexible approach is good for business
Jonathan Eddy, Managing Director, Asset Advantage Limited
comments, “We are a credit, rather than asset focussed
operation, with customers borrowing up to £500,000. So our
business model is more specialised than the majority of our
competitors. Therefore we need block discounters who
understand how our business works. Aldermore not only
understand our ethos and business model; they have the
facility size and advance rates that work well for us.”

Leasing & Asset Finance
Provider of the Year

“Aldermore go the extra mile. Like us,
they work to understand their clients’ needs,
so we have developed a good long-term
relationship. We’ve seen portfolio growth
of over 62% in the last three years and
Aldermore’s block discounting product is
one of the ways we’ve managed that growth.”

About Aldermore
Aldermore supports the funding needs of SMEs right across
Britain. Our dedicated in-house block financing team
supports smaller UK finance companies with
funding for onward lending, assisting with requirements from
£1m upwards. So far we’ve provided £160m of
block discounting lines to the market in under five years.
And we’ve already committed over £3bn to supporting
investment in British businesses to help them grow.
It’s all part of our can do approach to business lending.
To find out more about our block discounting service,
or any of our other finance facilities, call 0118 995 6600
or visit aldermore.co.uk/assetfinance.

SME Champion

aldermore.co.uk/assetfinance
FOR INTERMEDIARY USE ONLY
Aldermore Bank PLC is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority.
(Financial Services Register number: 204503). Registered Office: 1st Floor, Block B, Western House, Lynch Wood, Peterborough PE2 6FZ. Registered in England no. 947662.
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Aldermore TRAINING
extended
Aldermore has launched its 2016 asset
finance training programme, consisting
of three workshops to support up-andcoming talent in asset finance broker
businesses across the country. Following
on from their successful launch in
autumn 2014, Aldermore held four free
training courses last year, offering a
fantastic opportunity for those working
in the intermediary sector to gain a
fundamental overview of asset finance.
The first two day courses in the 2016
programme which focused on sales
skills, was held on 21-22 June in central
Birmingham and was attended by 30
brokers, and 28-29 June (regulatory
training for brokers). Principles of
Asset Finance will be held on 12-13
September 2016 at the Maple House
Conference Centre, 150 Corporation
Street in Birmingham.
Altogether so far, around 150 brokers
have benefitted from these specially
tailored workshops, which are one of the
many ways in which Aldermore supports
the growth and development of the next
generation working in asset finance. They
are delivered by an independent trainer,
with in-depth industry knowledge,
equipping brokers with the necessary
knowledge and skills to become an
expert in their field.
Registration for the 2016 workshops
is now closed but Aldermore is already
looking to offer them again in 2017 as
they have been so popular.
Jon Maycock, Commercial Director for
Asset Finance at Aldermore said, “Brokers
are an essential part of the asset finance
industry and it’s key that intermediaries,
especially those new to our industry,
regularly undergo training that allows them
to grow their talent and advise their clients
in the best possible way.
“Aldermore is committed to supporting
the growth of the asset finance industry
and know that SMEs in the UK will
benefit if we invest in the people they
work with, so we are delighted to
offer this complementary programme.
I welcome all those who plan to attend,
as the course is not only a great way for
brokers to grow their talent, but is also
an excellent networking opportunity for
those in the industry.”
Rishi Pancholi, Account Manager
at Tower Leasing Ltd, who attended
the first workshop at Maple House in
Birmingham on 21-22 June, said, “The

2015 training session

best part of the training and sessions
was having the time and space to have
a deep look in the mirror and see what
I am doing well and what I really
need to develop and improve on. This
includes the relationship indicator and
understanding the customer’s long term
aims and challenges, alongside their short
term targets. The training was extremely
valuable and has made me more
confident in recommending asset finance
to my clients.”

Hitachi’s saving for brokers
Hitachi Capital Business Finance
(“HCBF”) has joined with the National
Association of Commercial Finance
Brokers (“NACFB”), to offer Hitachi
Capital brokers a unique opportunity
to receive £250 off a year’s NACFB
membership (usual price £500). As a
market leader in the sector, HCBF is
committed to the broker finance market
and works closely with industry bodies
such as the NACFB to ensure that
everyone’s views are represented within
the market.
This new deal is open to all of Hitachi
Capital Business Finance’s brokers,
following feedback from last year’s offer
when the membership was free to those
who were not already existing members.
With so many individual brokers
working in rural parts of the country and
sourcing their customers from a range of
market sectors, it is sometimes difficult
for them to be heard amongst the bigger
players in the finance industry. By making
it more affordable to become a NACFB
member, it will open up more benefits to
the wider broker community.
Gavin Wraith-Carter, General Manager
at HCBF, said, “Hitachi Capital Business
Finance is proud to be able to support
the broker community and wants to
ensure they have access to vital industry
information and services that will keep
them up to date with market changes,
information and any lobbying being
undertaken on the industry’s behalf.

We believe that by offering our brokers
a better deal with membership to the
NACFB it will strengthen the bond
within the industry and create a stronger
broker community. Reducing the price by
£250 is another example of how we at
Hitachi Capital Business Finance listened
to our network and extended the offer to
include new and existing members.”
Adam Tyler, Chief Executive of the
NACFB said, “The NACFB recognises
the importance membership plays in
ensuring the broking community is as
broadly represented as possible and that
we are able to act on their behalf on
leading industry issues. There are still
many brokers who are not yet members
and missing out on having their views
represented. Hitachi Capital Business
Finance’s commitment to paying £250 of
the year’s membership fees for all their
brokers is an acknowledgement of the
importance of the role that NACFB plays
in their industry and how we are able to
support them.”

Finance Expo keeps
getting better
The annual NACFB Commercial Finance
Expo (“CFE”) held at the NEC had the
most delegates, the most exhibitors, and
the largest floor space of any CFE to
date. It continues a trend of growth an
expansion in the NACFB that has seen it
grow to record numbers of funders and
commercial finance brokers; over 1700
gathered together at Birmingham’s NEC
on June 15th.
The Expo now glides along like a welloiled machine, and exhibitors strive to
attract visitors to their stands with ever
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plus another seven who hosted shorter and
more informal presentations in a Meet the
Experts theatre throughout the day.

Regional variations: what
SMEs want from banks
Across the UK, SMEs in all regions
wanted to see a genuine feeling of
partnership from banks by having a longterm commitment in place, according to
a survey from Hitachi Capital Business
Finance, but beyond tat, interestingly,
different regions had their own priorities.
For example, the Midlands wanted
greater transparency for fees and charges
(25pc) putting it slightly ahead of those
in the South (24pc) and London (22pc).
SMEs in the Midlands were also the
only ones to put an emphasis on flexible
finance terms which can be tailored to
suit their business needs.
In Scotland, 33pc of small enterprises
wish to see an improvement when it
comes to having flexible finance terms
that can be tailored to suit the business,
compared to 22pc in the Midlands. Both
Scotland and the Midlands do commonly

want to see an improvement in specialist
sector knowledge with more than one in
four (27pc) ranking this as a top priority.
London: only 14pc of SMEs in
London want to see improvement from
banks with regards to a commitment
to the sector that the business is in.
This could possibly point toward no
difficulties in this area, whereas it is
slightly higher in the Midlands and
Scotland (18pc).
Gavin Wraith-Carter, Managing
Director at Hitachi Capital Business
Finance summed up the survey results
saying, “In the last twelve months a lot
has been done by government and the
industry to help SMEs, but it is clear
from our research that there is a legacy
of broken trust between many small
businesses towards high street lenders.
“The important thing for any small
business to understand that when it
comes to getting funding, there are a
lot of choices and options on the table.
At Hitachi Capital Business Finance we
are championing the SME by increasing
funding options and specialising in a

leAdeRs in
AlTeRnATive FinAnCe
Asset Advantage is an established, privately
owned, finance business which provides
asset finance and loans to UK based SMEs
via a premium panel of introducers.
Our finance products utilise a
combination of experience, expertise and
uncompromising business processes to
deliver the perfect solution to our clients.
Efficient Finance is our Advantage
01256 316 200
www.assetadvantage.co.uk

Third Floor, Matrix House, Basing View,
Basingstoke, Hampshire, RG21 4DZ

Follow the Asset Advantage Carrera Cup team @AARaceTeam

s

more imaginative features like Scalextrix
Grand Prix, mocked up pubs, and Italian
ice cream. Here are a few quotes that the
NACFB received from delegates:
“I just wanted to thank you for hosting
another excellent show today. It is
amazing how the event has grown year
on year…”
“What a show - Wow ! I would like to
thank you and the whole NACFB team
for an outstanding event and a record
number of exceptional enquiries.”
“…the finance event of the year just
keeps getting better!”
“Said it before and I’ll say it again.
NACFB Expo is the best show we do all
year bar none.”
At the show the NACFB formally
launched its new Minimum Standards
Document and explained the progress
it has made towards having an internal
Compliance team for the NACFB. There
was also a robust discussion concerning the
future of its SME finance web platform.
Out of the Association’s 145 different
lenders, fourteen of the biggest funders
were represented on conference panels,
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range of tailored solutions that work
hard for small businesses. This has to be
the future of finance in the SME sector.”

Aldermore boosts North
The Business Finance Team at Aldermore
has appointed Peter Hicks as Business
Development Manager for Scotland
and the north of England. Peter joins a
team supporting SMEs with their funding
needs and will report into Dean Spencer,
Head of External Broker, asset finance
at Aldermore. Peter has over 25 years’
experience in asset finance, including
most recently as a Transport Specialist at
Siemens. He also has wide experience of
Broker management. Peter will cover his
patch from his home in Cumbria.
Commenting on his new role, Peter
Hicks said, “In a relatively short space
of time, Aldermore has built a very
successful asset finance business. The
team’s dedication to putting the customer
at the centre of what they do really
appealed to me.
“Knowing Aldermore’s strong focus
in the Broker market and on helping

local SMEs achieve their growth
ambitions, I was really excited by
the opportunity to join the Bank. I’m
looking forward to playing my part in
Aldermore’s success as it continues to
build on its strong track record.”
Dean Spencer, Head of External
Broker, Asset Finance at Aldermore,
said, “Peter has a wealth of experience
both in Broker and direct markets. His
appointment will help ensure Aldermore’s
service to Brokers remains at the highest
level throughout the UK. Aldermore’s
flexibility and appetite means we are
quickly able to meet the needs of our
Brokers, whatever the deal size.”

Aldermore Asset Finance
sails to victory
Aldermore recently celebrated its seventh
anniversary by welcoming double
Olympic Gold Medallist, Sarah Ayton
OBE, to its Annual 2016 Regatta Boat
Race for brokers, dealers, vendors and
customers who work with the Bank.
The Bank’s main business lines were
split into five teams on the day, teams

Accolade
Finance

from Asset Finance, Invoice Finance,
Mortgages, Corporate Savings and
rewarded colleagues, were given the
opportunity to hear first-hand from
Sarah on what it takes to sail in
competitive competitions and were given
advice on the best way to succeed in the
sport. Hosting the lunch and providing
an inspiring talk for all attendees, Sarah
helped to make the broker, dealer and
vendor hospitality day one to remember.
Following a day of racing and
competition the winners, the Asset
Finance team, were awarded with the
Continued on page 10

Straightforward leasing
for the broker market
Education Operating Lease
Equipment Leasing
Asset Finance

Straightforward paperwork
Straightforward relationships
Straightforward leasing

Accolade Finance Ltd

020 3356 7800
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Liberty Leasing looks to 2016 and beyond
The first half of 2016 has resulted in some record-breaking figures for Liberty Leasing Plc.

T

he total amount of new business
written in Q1 equated to £18
million against a target of £12
million. February set an all-time record
with £6.8 million new business written,
which is the best month in its history, and
almost 200 deals were written in this time
by the 16-strong Sales team.
Over the past five years, its loan portfolio
and net worth have grown at a compound
growth rate of 26pc per annum. Profit
before tax has grown at a compound rate
of 45pc per annum, reaching £4,549,377
in FYE 2015, representing a 35pc PBT
margin. This financial success saw Liberty
gain a ranking on the Investec Mid
Market Top 100.
Director Allan Clegg said, “The size
of the book debt has enhanced Liberty’s
ability to compete with the larger bank
owned operations in the SME market,
particularly when we are funding larger,
competitive transactions. We wouldn’t
be in this position if we had deviated
from our plans for growth, especially

Portfolio by Asset Class

through the tougher times. It’s incredible
and humbling to see what we’ve achieved
over the past 15 years and owe it to the
commitment and hard work of our team
and loyalty of our brokers and customers”
Allan Clegg and Commercial Director
Paul Sheedy believe the key to Liberty’s
success is simple and two pronged;
understanding the business you’re
in, and treating people well and with
mutual respect.
Allan Clegg explained, “Liberty view

what they do as an asset based business.
We stick to hard assets with a good resale
value, so we tend to give assets that have
an uncertain value, such as some IT, a
miss. We photograph our assets, record
serial numbers, and make it our business
to know their resale value should we ever
have to reduce an exposure on a deal. In
2015 we reduced our reliance on third
parties and appointed Nigel Wilkinson
as Head of Assets to further improve
accuracy in valuations and save time
which means a faster turnaround for
our customers.”
“We rely on our brokers for
introductions, our relationship is based
on mutual respect,” said Paul Sheedy.
“We don’t set minimum volume targets
on our brokers, so whether it’s just one
introduction a year, or many, we give
each broker our very best service, and we
never forget their introductions when the
customer comes to us second time round,
we remember the broker who originally
introduced the client to us.” BW

Specialists in
Asset Finance & Refinance

Here for you...
Advances up to £1 Million on all kinds of Plant, Machinery & Vehicles
023 8045 6565

info@libertyleasing.co.uk

@libertyleasing

www.libertyleasing.co.uk

Liberty Leasing Plc is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority for the purposes of credit related regulated activities (including leasing)
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NEWS IN BRIEF
Continued from page 8
Aldermore Regatta Cup, by Sarah Ayton
OBE, at the end of the day.
Carl D’Ammassa, Aldermore’s Group
Managing Director, Business Finance,
said, “It was great to have Sarah join us
at our Annual Broker Regatta. It was
incredibly insightful for us to understand
the challenges that sailing professionals
face whilst racing in competitions and
how difficult it is to sail one of these
fantastic boats. Much like the challenges
many of our SME customers face each
and every day, we had to overcome these
in order to compete for success on the day.
“Everyone involved had a fantastic
day and I would like to take this
opportunity to thank Sarah for taking the
time out of her schedule to showcase and
share her expertise in this area.”
Sarah Ayton OBE, Double Olympic
Gold Medallist and English Sailing
Professional, said, “I was delighted to
have been invited by Aldermore to its
2016 Annual Regatta, Broker hospitality
day. It’s always a pleasure to showcase
my expertise in sailing and to be able to
share these skills to help to inspire hard
work amongst the teams competing was
brilliant. A great day was had by all
and I would like to thank Aldermore for
letting me be a part of this special event.”

Lights out at ING Lease UK
Richard Regan, Head of IT at ING Lease
UK Ltd, has stated that, “After three
years in rundown we have finally closed
the doors at INGLease UK Ltd. From a
company with 325 people we were down
to 4 last week, prior to emptying the
building and closing the doors. Thank
you to all those who helped make the
closure go smoothly and I hope all our
ex-colleagues are finding success in their
new roles.”
A poignant moment for quite a few,
some may wonder if ING Lease wouldn’t
have done better to have kept going in
the broker market instead of going into
rundown (surely the most unprofitable
way to exit?), or even how different the
broker market might have looked if ING
had stayed in. Perhaps they could see
Brexit coming?

Award scoop for LDF
LDF Managing Director, Peter Alderson
has scooped another award, that of CEO
Winner 2016 – celebrating the success,
innovation and strategic vision of CEOs.
Huge congratulations to Peter.

July 2016
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NEWS IN BRIEF
No Brexit Blues here
Twice a year, at midsummer and
Christmas, the Asset Finance –
Professionals Association (“AF-PA”)
put on a great networking do in a
relaxed venue somewhere in Central
London. This summer saw it at the
Sports Bar and Grill, in fashionable
Clerkenwell, and the supported charity
was the Air Ambulance Service.
As AF-PA’s flyer stated, “Has there ever
been a time when there has been more
of a need for the industry to be meeting?
With the results of the recent election,
there are likely to be significant changes
to all of us, how will funders be impacted,
how will the outcome affect you?”
Good question, so we went round
with our memo recorder to hear some of
the range of unattributed opinions from
funders and brokers, and here are a few:
“One of the problems we have as an
industry is that we don’t like uncertainty,
we’re going to have several years of
uncertainty now, undoubtedly some
businesses will defer investment, there will
be less opportunities to fund at a time that

funders are looking for more . .”
“The opinion of myself and my
company regarding asset finance is that
Brexit will have very little effect, apart
from some complications to VAT and
cross-border, greater than we might
have thought, but I think there will still
be similar demand for local companies
to do business with the UK and across
Europe, as before.”
“Now we’ve got Number 10 sorted,
stability in the market is a bit better
than it was a few weeks ago, and I feel
confidence is building, or rebuilding.
An alarming side of it is that earlier

valuations are being revalued downwards,
maybe assessors are covering their backs
on PI cover. I had a very big valuation
done on plant and equipment pre-Brexit,
and there’s been a hint that maybe the
valuation had been done with a view to
the European market, valued in Euros
converted to pounds, and that might now
have to be revalued.”
“Let’s be realistic, any actual Brexit is
at least two years off, if not years and
years off.”
“We were very interested to see
what the effect of Brexit would be,
surprisingly it doesn’t seem to have
made any difference at all, the European
companies we deal with are pressing on,
they’re telling us the message from head
office is Business as Usual.”
One person who did not want to
remain anonymous was Shaun Carroll,
head of block discounting at Hitachi
Capital Business Finance, who reported
that his team has enjoyed some of their
best figures to date, so as far as he was
concerned, “There are no Brexit Blues
in Block!”
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Renaissance Asset Finance: the
New Lender to the Broker Market

Sponsored by

Renaissance Asset Finance: Annual Broker Day

T

ower Bridge was the venue for Renaissance Asset
Finance’s (“RAF”) Broker Day this July 14th, a
celebration enjoyed by the funder and twenty of its top
brokers in the historic setting of Tower Bridge, where evocative
views extend in all directions, towards St Paul’s and Westminster
to the West, the Tower of London to the North, and Canary
Wharf and Greenwich to the East. What was immediately
noticeable on arrival was the warmth of RAF’s welcome, and the
atmosphere of genuine friendship in the room.

Naturally, RAF had taken great care over the hospitality,
right to the champagne and gourmet lunch to round off the
morning, but attention to detail was evident in so many other
ways throughout the morning. The presentations had been
well thought out, with plenty of facts and figures supplied by
the functional heads from RAF’s HQ, and a keynote speech
from Fred Yue, Director, Head of Leasing at BLME,
Vikki Fisher, MD at RAF, reported that the funder’s book
had now grown to £63.6 million from its panel of 116
brokers, and the company had increased its infrastructure
commensurately, to 18 headcount. Mark Lester, MD at RAF,
told of RAF’s mission and core beliefs, namely to Know your
Customer, targeting credit covenant rather than an asset play,
and setting generous approval limits leaving headroom for a
follow-on deal.
Underwriter James Pegler described some of his brokeraccompanied visits to potential customers and shared three
separate examples of companies he had seen recently, each
demonstrating a different way of credit appraisal. RAF’s
geographic coverage has now been extended with the opening
of RAF’s Wilmslow office.
Fred Yue introduced BLME Leasing’s operations, which
operates in the UK mid-market, and has built a diversified
portfolio spanning Marine & Aviation, commercial vehicles,
specialist joint ventures with equipment suppliers such as
Marubeni Corp, and vendor finance activities in the GCC
(Gulf Cooperation Council).
RAF’s operation teams then launched a game designed to
illustrate how client’s different requests triggered immediate
action in its various departments. Members of the audience
were given slips containing request items (such as “£185K
proposal for a 1985 Aston Martin,” or “Missing document
in client proposal,”) to read out, while RAF’s staff members

responded with the action they would immediately take
internally (such as “Instruct Aston valuation.”). With eventually
a dozen of these action items in play, the RAF team neatly
managed each item to a successful conclusion, demonstrating
how their business works on a day to day basis.
For the audience, the final highlight of the morning was
surely the RAF Awards for broker excellence, with recognition
for a number of aspects of broker performance:
This year, the 2016 Top Supporting Broker award was won
by Gary Dawkins, director at Capitas Vehicle Finance, (pictured
here with Mark Lester and Vikki Fisher).

2nd place award went to Rob Piggott, Midshires Finance;
3rd place award went to Nick Simpson, Asset Finance
Solutions UK.
But that was not all, this year a new set of awards were
instituted, the RAF New Business Team’s Star Broker awards,
won by Henry Hemsley of EFT Finance, with runner-up Andy
Wise of Thames Valley Asset Finance.
Last but not least, Lisa Maher of Direct Commercial Finance
won RAF’s Euro 2016 Sweepstake prize.
And let’s not forget the guided tour of Tower Bridge that
everyone enjoyed before lunch, for example, who knew that
in 1952 a No.78 bus travelling at about 12mph was crossing
the bridge when suddenly its side of the bridge began to
lift? Driver Albert Gunter realised that he had no option
but to speed up otherwise the vehicle would have fallen into
the River Thames. Luckily the other side was slower to lift
which meant that the bus dropped only a matter of feet, and
miraculously remained upright.
Gunter also received an award, a tenner from London
Transport and £35 from the City of London for his speed
of thought that saved so many lives. Incredibly, a Miss May
Walshaw after seven months of being incapable of travelling on
public transport alone due to the incident, finally conquered her
fears by taking the same route with Gunter driving, across the
same bridge. And two weeks later she was married, with Albert
Gunter as her best man! BW
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Working in partnership
Case Study
Broker: MK Funding Ltd
Customer requirement: Machinery
Product solution: Hire Purchase and RGF

A

customer of MK Funding Ltd
was seeking financial support to
acquire a diamond cut alloy wheel
lathe due to rising demand of alloy wheel
refurbishment. Established in the midnineties, the business provides three services
– powder coating, wheel refurbishment and
blast cleaning/shot blasting. There is no
immediate local competition and business
referrals come from garages, dealerships
and body shops to this well established
business. But as there is a high demand for
the alloy wheel service, this is where the
business wants to grow.

A gap in the market
The business owner has over 20 years
experience in powder coating and
metal refurbishment and has many long

standing customer relationships. Over the
last decade, many powder coating shops
that carry out alloy wheel refurbishment
have introduced a diamond cutting service
as it provides a higher quality finish. The
business has seen significant demand for
diamond cut alloys and there is currently
a gap in the market as no one currently
provides this service in the local area.
In order to enable the business to
provide this service and meet customer
expectations, the customer approached
Howard Shipstone at MK Funding to
discuss financial options to support the
purchase of a diamond cut alloy wheel
lathe. Howard introduced his client to
Michael Tyler, Broker Development
Manager at Close Brothers Business
Finance to discuss funding requirements.

Fulfilling high demand
Michael quickly realised that Howard’s
client would be eligible for a Regional
Growth Fund (“RGF”) grant as they
were seeking to employ a powder coating
technician. The purchase of the asset
along with the additional employee would

Success
Stories
allow the client to generate more business.
The RGF application was successful
and this coupled with a Hire Purchase
agreement, allowed for a bespoke
financial package to be put in place. MK
Funding’s client could now purchase the
diamond cut alloy wheel lathe and grow
their business in response to the high
demand for the alloy wheel service.
Howard Shipstone at MK Funding Ltd
said, “The addition of this asset to the
business will enable our customer to fulfil
demand, generate more sales and increase
profit. The creation of one job through
RGF funding will allow the business
to accept further wheel refurbishment
work that they were previously unable to
fulfil. Without the support of the RGF,
our client would not have been able to
take advantage of the gap in the market
and grow the business. Michael Tyler at
Close Brothers Business Finance quickly
established that our client would be
eligible for an RGF grant and supported
this further with a Hire Purchase loan.
He tailored a suitable financial package
that met with our customer’s needs.” BW

A winning partnership

Top Professions Market Funder
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Association News
association news

Saying No to the client
Adam Tyler, CEO of the NACFB, writes
this month: At the NACFB one of the
questions we have discussed for several
years – and are still earnestly discussing –
is how best to develop and run a brokerfinding online service.
In its current incarnation, the
findSMEfinance site flags up a single
broker for each enquiry. It’s because we
are trying to demonstrate to clients that
we can find exactly the right broker and
they’re just around the corner.
The FCA’s latest instruction is to
ensure that when more than one option
is listed, the order in which those options
are presented is not based on the site
owner’s own commercial interests or its
commercial relationship with any person.
This is explained on an FCA document
that was created in April this year
specifically relating to high-cost/ shortterm credit. Given that this high-cost/
short-term credit may be part of a broker’s
solution for the right client, it’s a piece of
advice that cannot be ignored.
As owners of the findSMEfinance
site, we don’t need to worry too much
because there is no way of seeing more
than one broker at a time. But our
brokers usually have websites too and
they are a shop window that the FCA
can look into very easily. So it is vital to
scan your website as if looking at it from
the comfort of a plushly furnished, air
conditioned FCA office.
Face-to-face meetings bring a different
set of issues. As a broker dealing with a
client who is receptive to advice, how far
should you seek to override the client’s
opinions? You’d expect a doctor to correct
your guesswork diagnosis of an ailment,
but a borrower might have an instinctive
preference for a name, product or solution
and the broker is there to provide a

service, not an argument.
Sometimes it may be acceptable to
simply to tell a client what he or she wants
to hear, but that won’t necessarily satisfy
the FCA. Advising clients in directions that
research shows us they don’t feel to be in
their own interests, even when it actually
might be, can be difficult. It can also put a
client/broker relationship at risk.
The general trend in lending is for
borrowers to lean towards the “bird in the
hand” approach i.e. to take a repayment
option that’s good in the short term but
worse in the long term (meaning smaller
monthly payments, but more of them).
There are three principal reasons for this.
Firstly, a client may decide the future is
unforeseeable, in other words the “better
the devil you know” argument. Secondly,
and more optimistically, they may feel
confident the benefits of greater liquidity
right now will more than cover the extra
costs accumulated over the lifespan of
the loan. Thirdly, but most commonly
though, it happens when the clients are
starting out with a figure in their head that
corresponds to monthly payments they
know they can meet, and then searching
for the largest sum they can borrow with
those monthly repayments.
So at what point is it in the broker’s
interests to argue against the opinions of
the client? A bit of polite contradiction
and steering is appropriate for a qualified
broker. That’s the whole point of calling
in an expert in the first place. If you can
demonstrate that you have accurately
assessed with the client the pros and cons
of their preferred solution, then that is
enough to meet the letter and the spirit of
the ever-expanding rulebook.

31 months of growth
Simon Goldie, Head of Asset Finance,
Finance & Leasing Association, writes:
The recent EU referendum means that the
UK’s political landscape is going through
some interesting times, but (at least at
the time of writing) the markets seem
to have settled down a little, following
reassurances from the Chancellor and the
Bank of England about the strength of the
UK economy, and the smooth change of
Prime Minister from Cameron to May.
In response to the referendum result,
the FLA pointed out that the UK was at
the beginning of what would be a long
process of discussion and negotiation, that
the current legal and financial regulatory
framework for our members would
remain as it is for some time, that the

UK had a strong and resilient financial
sector, and that the FLA’s members would
continue to make a vital contribution to
the economy.
The FLA will be working closely
with the Government, regulators and
other stakeholders to ensure that our
members’ interests are properly reflected
in future discussions.
In the meantime, business will continue.
On the day of the referendum, Stephen
Sklaroff, Director General of the FLA,
opened our second national Asset Finance
conference with a reminder that the
market was now in its 31st consecutive
month of growth. This positive message
was followed by an update on some of the
work the FLA has undertaken recently to
promote the awareness and use of asset
finance with potential customer groups
and other stakeholders.
One recent success was the British
Business Bank’s (“BBB”) decision to
extend the Enterprise Finance Guarantee
(“EFG”) scheme to include asset finance,
which was a major step forward in our
efforts to see leasing and hire purchase
given their deserved profile in Government
schemes to support business lending. At
the conference, the BBB set out the details
of their recently announced accreditation
process which would allow FLA members
to use the EFG to guarantee all or part of
their transactions with customers.
ifs University College used the
conference to update members on the
Diploma in Asset Finance (DipAF), a new,
higher level qualification that we helped
create to ensure that the syllabus suits the
needs of the industry. Prospective students
can now register their interest on the ifs
University College website.
The Government recently approved
the first three on-line platforms to which
major banks can refer business customers
if their loan applications are not agreed.
We have been in close touch with all
of them to ensure that asset finance is
included in the suite of finance options
on offer, and representatives from the
three platform companies attended the
conference to explain to FLA members
how the system will work.
We also heard from Enterprise 3, one
of a national network of Local Enterprise
Partnerships (“LEPs”) which provide local
businesses with the support they need to
start-up, scale up and create more jobs.
Members were given some very useful
pointers on how to work with the 39
LEPs spread across England.
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Assets we finance include: prestige and classic cars • light & heavy commercial vehicles • bus & coach • trailers • municipal vehicles
change same period last year
construction equipment • agricultural equipment • waste recycling equipment • CNC machinery • injection moulding machines
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